Every company updates its inventory list once a year to compare and control the virtual and actual asset
status. This extensive, sometimes very tiresome and redundant operation involves counting, recording and
checking of assets that can last for days, depending on the amount and number of company assets.
After that follows data input acquired from the inventory list and processing of that data, all towards
realization of our final goal - to compare the actual asset status with the status provided by your
accountant.
SDD ITG developed Inventory Management System based on RFID technology that provides faster and
more reliable actual inventory insight. Using the fore-mentioned system, Inventory management comes
down to elegant and reliable object identification marked with special RFID tags (smart stickers) that are
read with handheld RFID readers.

When the tag is in readers range a unique tag ID is read, that is incorporated into the tag, this unique ID is
assigned to the object which has the tag glued onto it. Inventory data is automatically updated and
inventory list is generated without additional data input.
Handheld reader is light and easy to use. Furthermore, navigating the software is simplified and user
interface is designed to be used without touch pen. The software is user friendly and provides fast insert,
update and delete inventory asset functions.
Software supports multiple users, location definitions and category management. Generated inventory list
is compatible and easily transferred to accounting software implemented into your company.
SDD ITG offers a complete solution which includes software, hardware and system customization that
meets your specific needs, system implementation and user training as technical support during and after
the warranty period.
We also offer barcode inventory management, contact us for more info.
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Technical characteristics
Inventory Management System is developed by SDD ITG team is based on Radio Frequency
Identification Technology (RFID).
System presents a complete solution for efficient and reliable inventory assets management.
It consists of:
•
•
•

Handheld RFID reader
Smart stickers that are placed on inventory assets
Specialized Application software

The basis of the handheld RFID reader is contactless, short and medium range, RFID reader, specially
designed for mobile devices. Reader supports contactless smart transponder family according to ISO
18000-6C standard. The device is easy to use. The reader has an antenna which it uses to detect
compatible chips implemented in RFID chip carrier, in this case, smart card stickers. Operating frequency
is 860-925 MHz. Implemented technology guarantees reliability.
Smart self-adhesive stickers are simply placed onto the inventory object. The stickers are made from nontear material and are long lasting. Stickers come in various shapes and sizes, which are chosen based on
what will they be used on.
The basis of the smart sticker is RFID chip that has its own memory. Each of these stickers memory
contains a unique, read-only, serial ID number. The sticker is easy to install, and is readable on any
surface. Read proximity is usually 10 cm to over 1m, depending on the size of the sticker, surface on
which the sticker is placed and RFID reader power (adjustable through software).
Software features simple and intuitive user interface. Software supports adding, updating and deleting of
inventory items. Existing inventory lists used by accounting software can be used to create inventory lists
in Inventory Management Software and vice versa, Inventory Management Software can export the list in
a compatible format, to be used by various software.
Examples of UHF RFID tags we offer are given in the next table.
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